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4 Reason Why Must Try Waterfall North Bali 
Jumping Tour

Talking about “holiday” surely many people hope to can spend it in Bali. Caused this island offer many 
beautiful and distinctive destinations. Lovely beaches, fascinating hills, historical temples and fabulous rice 
fields. All those are exist in God Island.

Not only destinations above. This island also offers many amazing waterfalls in north end of island that you 
may visit, the most popular is Sekumpul and Gitgit Waterfalls. The both showoff own different attractiveness 
that will be ready to take your sight.

Besides the beautiful scenery, the waterfalls in north Bali is also suitable to get challenge activity namely 
waterfall cliff jumping. Where it can be tried in Aling-Aling Waterfall. This is really reasonable for those who 
want to get different and exciting experience in Bali.

The following 4 reason why you must try Waterfall North Bali Jumping Tour.

1.
Full of Challenging and Thrilling Sensation
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Waterfall Cliff Jumping

As you have known that Cliff Jumping is an extreme activity where you will do jump off the high cliff. 
Hence, it is indeed suitable for those who want a different vacation.
Standing the ledge and looking down will make your knees tremble. It’s really thrilling when starting first 
jump. Challenge yourself and feel the freshness in nature pool under waterfall.

2.
Getting New Experiences



Waterfall Cliff Jumping Bali

Previously, you maybe try to just swim or soak in the waterfall. It’s indeed pleasure while witnessing 
around it. But sometimes it’s felt boring.
Hence, cliff jumping is an activity that you must try when visiting one of waterfall in North Bali. It will 
take you get new experience along vacation.

3.
Make the holiday more memorable



Waterfall Jumping in Bali

Having a cliff jump activity will offer new experience to you. Hence, it may make your holiday more 
memorable.
How not! Through the challenging sensations that be got during cliff jump, it will create thrilling 
moments that make your holiday become unforgettable.

4.
Good Way to Spend Holiday



Bali Sunrise and Trekking Tours

Besides cliff jump, you can also enjoy nature panoramas in around. North Bali haven’t been as crowded 
as the beach in South Bali.
Hence, the situation in there is calmer. Have a cliff jump while enjoying wonderful view is good way to 
spend holiday.

It is a few reasons why you should try waterfall jump in North Bali. Perhaps, it will help you in choosing the 
destination list during vacationing in Bali.

Have an unforgotten holiday.

Read also: Secret Waterfall Bali Ubud
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